A Special Delivery

Quick Questions

9 It was the night before Easter Sunday and Anya
19 and Oscar were sleeping in their bunkbeds. All of a
24 sudden, Oscar heard a noise.
27 Thump… thump… thump…

1. List two places where the rabbit hid an
egg
1.
2.
2. Which two words describe the rabbit?
_________________

30 Thud… thud.. thud…
38 “What is that?” Oscar whispered to his sister.
48 “I don’t know,” replied Anya. “It sounds like it is
53 coming from the back garden.”
62 Slowly, Oscar peeped down the side of the bedroom
71 curtains. When he looked into the garden, he could
75 not believe his eyes!
83 “Anya, come and look at this!” he called.
92 There was a huge, pink rabbit carrying a wicker
101 basket full of colourful eggs. The rabbit took one
110 egg and hid it beneath the slide, before hopping
118 across the garden and hiding another egg behind
120 a bush.
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3. Why do you think that Oscar ‘couldn’t
believe his eyes’?
_
4. What do you think that Anya and Oscar
will do next?

A Special Delivery

Quick Questions

9 It was the night before Easter Sunday and Anya
19 and Oscar were sleeping in their bunkbeds. All of a
24 sudden, Oscar heard a noise.
27 Thump… thump… thump…

1. List two places where the rabbit hid an
egg
Accept: ‘beneath/under the slide’
and ‘behind a bush’ only.
2. Which two words describe the rabbit?
Accept: ‘huge’ and ‘pink’

30 Thud… thud.. thud…
38 “What is that?” Oscar whispered to his sister.
48 “I don’t know,” replied Anya. “It sounds like it is
53 coming from the back garden.”
62 Slowly, Oscar peeped down the side of the bedroom
71 curtains. When he looked into the garden, he could
75 not believe his eyes!
83 “Anya, come and look at this!” he called.
92 There was a huge, pink rabbit carrying a wicker
101 basket full of colourful eggs. The rabbit took one
110 egg and hid it beneath the slide, before hopping
118 across the garden and hiding another egg behind
120 a bush.
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3. Why do you think that Oscar ‘couldn’t
believe his eyes’?

Accept an answer which discusses the
fact that seeing a giant bunny delivering
eggs in the garden is not something you
usually expect to see, and he might think
that his eyes are playing tricks on him.

4. What do you think that Anya and Oscar
will do next?
Accept any sensible prediction which relates
to the story, such as: ‘I think that Anya and
Oscar might go and get one of the eggs.’,
‘I think that Anya and Oscar might try to
speak to the rabbit.’ or ‘I think that Anya
and Oscar might wake up their parents and
show them.’

